One of the most important techniques of information hiding is a steganography. Steganography is the art of hiding information within other information or carriers (i.e. text, image, video or audio) in such a way that it is hard or even impossible to tell that it is there. In This paper, a new text steganography method is proposed. The main goal of this method is to use text file as a carrier for the secret message data in such a manner that the resultant text file attracts no attention and hold the same meaning of the original file.
INTRODUCTION
With advancements in digital communication technology and the growth of computer power and storage, the difficulties in ensuring individuals' privacy become increasingly challenging. The degrees to which individuals appreciate privacy differ from one person to another. Various methods have been investigated and developed in information hiding to protect personal privacy [10] . Information hiding is a general term encompassing many subdisciplines. One of the most important subdisciplines is steganography [8] The word steganography is of Greek origin and means "concealed writing" from the Greek words steganos (στεγανός) meaning "covered or protected", and graphein (γράφειν) meaning "writing" [8, 4] .
So how basic steganography system is developed? when a steganographic system is developed, it is important to consider what the most appropriate cover work -it is the medium in which the message is embedded and serves to hide the presence of the message, [1] . -should be, and also how the stegogramme -The cover work with the secretly embedded message produced by the encoder -is to reach its recipient. With the Internet offering so much functionality, there are many different ways to send messages to people without anyone knowing they exist. [11] .
In terms of development, Steganography is comprised of two algorithms, one for embedding and one for extracting. The embedding process is concerned with hiding a secret message within a cover work, and is the most carefully constructed process of the two. A great deal of attention is paid to ensuring that the secret message goes unnoticed if a third party were to intercept the cover work. The extracting process is traditionally a much simpler process as it is simply an inverse of the embedding process, where the secret message is revealed at the end, [11] . Cover work: used to construct a stegogramme that contains a secret message, it may be text, image, video clips or sounds, [3] .
The next step is to pass the inputs through the Stego-system encoder, which will be carefully engineered to embed the message within an exact copy of the cover work. The resulting output from the stego-system encoder is the stegogramme, which is designed to be as close to the cover work as possible, except it will contain the secret message. This stegogramme is then sent over some communications channel. [11] .
So, steganography is concerned with hiding information in some cover medium, by manipulating properties `of the medium in such a way that the hidden information is not easily detectable by an observer [8] . Also it is one of the information hiding techniques that can be categorized into linguistic steganography and technical steganography. Linguistic steganography defined by Chapman et al. as "the art of using written natural language to conceal secret messages" [12] . A more specific definition by Krista Bennet in explaining linguistic steganography as a medium which required not only the steganographic cover that is composed of natural language text, but the text itself can be either generated to have a cohesive linguistic structure, or the cover text that begin with natural language. On the other hand, technical steganography is explained as a carrier rather than a text. [8] Text steganography is the most difficult kind of steganography; this is due largely to the relative lack of redundant information in a text file as compared with a picture or a sound file [4, 9] .it can be classified in three basic categories: . [8, 12] 1. Format-Based. 2. Random and Statistical Generation. 3. Linguistic Method.
Fig. 2: Three basic categories of text steganography [8].
Format-based methods use physical text formatting of text as a place in which to hide information. Generally, this method modifies existing text in order to hide the steganographic text. Insertion of spaces, deliberate misspellings distributed throughout the text, resizing the fonts are some of the many format-based methods being used in text steganography. However, Bennett has stated that those format-based methods managed to trick most of the human eyes but it cannot trick once computer systems have been used [8] .
Random and statistical generation is generating cover text according to the statistical properties. This method is based on character sequences and words sequences. The hiding of information within character sequences is embedding the information to be appeared in random sequence of characters. This sequence must appear to be random to anyone who intercepts the message. A second approach to character generation is to take the statistical properties of word-length and letter frequency in order to create "words" (without lexical value) which will appear to have the same statistical properties as actual words in a given language. The hiding of information within word sequences, the actual dictionary items can be used to encode one or more bits of information per word using a codebook of mappings between lexical items and bit sequences, or words themselves can encode the hidden information [8] .
The final category is linguistic method which specifically considers the linguistic properties of generated and modified text, frequently uses linguistic structure as a place for hidden messages. In fact, steganographic data can be hidden within the syntactic structure itself [8] .
Finally it can be said that the goal of steganography is to avoid drawing suspicion to the transmission of a hidden message. If suspicion is raised, then this goal is defeated. So, essentially with steganography the actual subject message transmission (be that text, sound or image) is untouched but hidden within another source, [13] . So, steganography is a technique which hides secret information into a cover media or carrier so that it becomes unnoticed and less attractive [5] . This paper is organized as follows. Section I provides an overview for information hiding and text steganography section II discuss some previous work. In section III, the proposed method is explained in details with results. Finally, section IV concludes the paper.
PREVIOUS WORK
Following is a list of works has been done on text steganography.
In [6] They proposed a new method to hide info in any letters instead of pointed ones only. They used the pointed letters with extension to hold secret bit 'one' and the un-pointed letters with extension to hold secret bit 'zero'. A very important note is that letter extension doesn't have any affect to the writing content. In fact, this Arabic extension character in electronic typing is considered as a redundant character only for arrangement and format purposes. But the problem in using the extension is that not all letters can be extended with this extension character due to their position in words and Arabic writing nature. The extension can only be added in locations between connected letters of Arabic text; i.e. extensions cannot be placed after letters at end of words or before letter at beginning. So, whenever a letter cannot have an extension or found intentionally without extension it is considered not holding any secret bits.
In [8] Authors proposed a new approach on hiding information in manipulation of white spaces between words and paragraph. The proposed method was able to provide more capacity for hiding more bits of data into a cover-text. The previous embedding scheme was applied in the space which appears between the words. The major drawback of this method was that it requires a great deal of space to encode few bits. But by combining with inter-paragraph in hiding the secret bits can effectively utilizing most of the white spaces in a text document. So, they used inter-word and inter-paragraph spacing for hiding information.
In [7] method proposed depends on one of the characteristics of Arabic language which is the use of Araabs i.e. (Fatah, Kasra, and Damma). Where Fatha is slash like symbol and is written over the character, whereas Kasra is also a slash like symbol but is used below the character and Damma is number nine like symbol which is also placed over the character. But these Araabs are not very commonly used now a days. These Araabs are not only acceptable in Urdu but also rarely used. These Araabs are applicable on every single character of the Arabic language. In general these araabs are noteworthy in Arabic or Urdu text. In this paper, these same characteristics of Arabic or Urdu languages are used for steganography. For this purpose, only fatha is used in reverse order to represent the secret character in the text. For example this fatha in reverse order is named as Reverse fatha and in the text where ever this reverse fatha is used it represents a secret character below it. For applying this method on text first of all make a secret message which is probably of one line hardly 5 words containing 10-15 characters. Now let us select an article of 4 to 5 paragraph or as the number of paragraphs is increased the security is also increased. Then put araabs on the complete text or take an article having araabs already. After this let read the secret message character by character and match it in the article, and they have to put reverse fatha where the secret characters exist sequentially try to use the reverse fatha not on the same line but on different lines. Now the article to the reader is ready to be sent in the form of letter. Finally, it can be said that this is not a practical technique because it has a lot of drawbacks as discussed previous.
In [2] Benefiting from (Gutub and Fattani, 2007 ) Arabic Text steganography method using letter points and extensions and trying to overcome the low capacity aspect, the authors proposed a technique to hide information in a suitable position inside words instead of pointed letters only. These positions are determined to keep the Arabic text beauty if the text is justified and this allows the message to be hidden without affecting the cover text. They insert the extension letter in the determined position to hold secret bit one and leaving the position empty to hold secret bit zero.
PROPOSED METHOD
In this section, the proposed method will be presented which hides the secret message within a cover text file.
Before discussing the proposed method we will explain from where we got this idea, while using the internet and searching for fonts or what so called "cool fonts" that are used for chatting or presentations it has been found that new type of fonts appeared that type capital and small letters at the same time see figures (3, 4, 5) as an example if you typed the word "hardware" the word will be typed like this "HaRdWaRe" sometimes with different sizes for each letter and another times with same size for whole text. So, we decided to use this new font as a new text steganography method that holds bits of the secret message. 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In the proposed method, the information can be hidden in English text using the letters as carriers. This approach will insert one character within each 7 letters. So the hiding capacity will be very high compared to other text steganography methods.
The proposed method was tested on some text to compute the capacity of the hiding and to check its advantages. After applying this algorithm the resultant file will looks like the font in Figures (3,4,5 ) and it will attract no attention as it will be thought as a type of these new cool fonts.
As shown in figure (6,7) for the software of the proposed method, the secret message was "The 
1-
The stego text will attract no attention because it will look like the "cool fonts" used in chat rooms and presentations, as shown in Figures (6,7) .
2-
The hidden text is resistant to enlargement or downsize and these changes do not destroy the hidden information.
3-The text containing hidden phrases is not specific to computer and the hidden information can also be extracted from printed text.
4-In order to recover the information in case of printed text, the text should be scanned using OCR program and then subjected to the relevant program.
5-By this method, a large volume of information can be hidden in text compared to other methods, because the proposed method not using spaces between words or between paragraphs but using the letters themselves.
6-Printing and scanning the stego text didn't destroy the secret data hidden inside it because the proposed method is not dealing with font sizes like other methods. 
CONCLUSION
A new approach of text steganography method has been proposed using the letters of the cover file, not spaces between words or between paragraphs, and not using extensions. In the proposed method the letter can be hidden in only 7 letters not 7 words as by using spaces between words. So, its a large amount of data compared to other methods keeping the exact meaning of the text and make it looks like these cool fonts. Finally, we can say that this method achieved the goals of steganography and can be used efficiently.
